Firearms Familiarization Training for Basic Students

Orientation Block #1 (2hrs)
Cover safety rules and procedure (found in handbook) for bringing weapons into the building and establishing a single checkpoint for entry (South side of classroom). **NO MAGAZINES**

Once students are all back inside we will cover disassembly and reassembly of weapons with the installation of training barrels.

After all weapons are made safe for training, we will begin by covering grip and holster manipulation.

Students will end training session by removing training barrels from their weapons and securing them in their vehicles.

Training Block #2 (2hrs)
Students will enter through safety checkpoint with their weapons and install training barrels.

Review grip and holster manipulation.

Draw to target with both hands, strong hand and weak hand only.

Trigger manipulation and dry fire.

*training barrels remain in weapons*

Training Block #3 (2hrs)
Establish dominant eye, stance, sight alignment, sight picture.

Review previous blocks.

Students will demonstrate draw, aim and dry fire from holster and ready positions.

*training barrels remain in weapons*

Training Block #4 (2hrs)
Review previous blocks.

Cover tactical reloads and combat reloads.

Immediate Action Drill (Tap, Rack, Target) and Secondary Action Drill (Rip, Retain, Rack, Reload)

Students will demonstrate draw, aim, dry fire, tactical/combat reloads and Action Drills.

Students will end training by removing safety barrels and securing weapons in their vehicles.